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ABSTRACT. Let ©f be a simply connected semisimple algebraic group over an alge-

braically closed field ϊ of positive characteristic with simple system of roots Π ^iQr

the initial efforts by Wang J.-P. and S. Donkin, O. Mathieu proved, using the Frobenius

splitting of the flag variety, Donkin's conjectures that (i) if JI' is a subset of Π and if (5{

is the semisimple subgroup of <5f generated by the root subgroups associated to Π'>tnen

any Weyl module of <5f admits a filtration by ©{-modules all of whose subquotients are

Weyl modules for (5J; (ii) the tensor product of any two Weyl modules of ©ι admits

a filtration by (Sf-modules all of whose subquotients are Weyl modules of ©ι. In this

note we explain that the conjectures can also be obtained as immediate consequences of

Lusztig's results on based modules.

Introduction

Let ©f be a simply connected semisimple algebraic group over an alge-
braically closed field I of positive characteristic with simple system of roots
77. After the initial efforts by Wang J.-P. and S. Donkin, using the Frobenius
splitting of the flag variety O. Mathieu [M] proved Donkin's conjectures that (i)
if 77' is a subset of 77 and if ©J is the semisimple subgroup of ©f generated by
the root subgroups associated to 77', then any Weyl module of ©ϊ admits a
filtration by ©{-modules all of whose subquotients are Weyl modules for ©{; (ii)
the tensor product of any two Weyl modules of ©f admits a filtration by
©t-modules all of whose subquotients are Weyl modules of ©f. Since then J.
Paradowski [P] has given another proof using Lusztig's canonical basis. There
is yet a third proof using Kashiwara's crystal base; Donkin's conjectures are
immediate consequences of Lusztig's results on based modules [L], which may
be worth pointing out after the appearence of a friendly account [J] of crystal
bases. The third proof works naturally over Z, hence over any commutative
ring, and is free of Donkin's cohomological criterion for the existence of good
filtrations [JG, Π.4.16].

In §1 of the present note we will restate Lusztig's results in the framework
of [J], and show Donkin's conjectures. We see that the proof is logically
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independent of the construction of canonical bases using perverse sheaves, and
hence elementary (but by no means easy). In §2 we will append a note on the
quasi-^-matrix that plays an important role in the construction of tensor
products of based modules.

We will adopt the notations of [J] unless otherwise specified. Thus k will
denote the rational function field Q(q) over Q in indeterminate q and U the
quantized enveloping algebra over k associated to the simple system of roots
77. All tensor products without subscripts are taken over k. Let A+ be
the subset of dominant weights in the weight group A and NΠ =

Σαe77 Λfa Let ^ = Q\S](g) ^ l°calizati°n of the polynomial algebra Q[q] at
the maximal ideal (q) and sf = Z[q,q~1]. Accordingly, U^/ instead of Uz will
denote Lusztig's Z[q, ^r^-form of U [J, 11.1] and L^(λ) instead of Lz(λ) will
denote the Z[q, gr^-form of simple module L(λ) over U of highest weight
λeA+. If # is a category, ^(A^B) will denote the set of morphisms from
object A to object B in (6.

The author is grateful to H. H. Andersen for a helpful comment on an
earlier version of the manuscript. Thanks are also due to the referee for
critical reading of the manuscript, that has contributed to an improved
exposition.

1. Based modules and good filtrations

(1.1) Let & be the category of finite dimensional (/-modules of type
1. Recall β-algebra involution ψ on U such that £α \->EΛ9 Fx \-+FΛ, K^ *-^K~l

for each αe77, and that q*->q~l. A based module of U is a triple
(M, B, \I/M) of M e #", B a &-basis of M, and a Q-linear in volution ψM on M
such that

(BM1) B = UVeΛBv with Bv = BΠMV,

(BM2) If M^ = ΣbeB *fb, M^ is ^-stable,
(BM3) ψM fixes each element of B and \l/M(um) = ψ(u)\l/M(m) for each

ueU and me M,

(BM4) If JS?(M) = UbeB Ab and if & is the imaβe of B in ^(Af)/?JS?(Af),
(Jίf(Af),5) forms a crystal base of M.

A morphism from a based module (M,B,ψM) to another based module
(M', #, ̂ M,) is a C/-linear map / : M -> M' such that /(U) c ̂  u {0}. Thus
^M/ o/ =/o ι/fM and .βΠ ker/ automatically forms a fc-basis of ker /. We
will denote by $M the category of based modules. Note that 28 Jt is not an
additive category.

(1.2) Let (JSf(oo),Λ(oo)) be the crystal base of U~ and Jϊ(oo) =
{G(b)\b e ̂ (oo)} the global crystal base of t/~. If λeA+, let
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{G(b)vλ\b e Λ(oo), G(b)vλ ^ 0} be a global crystal base of L(λ) [J, 11.10], where
VΛ E L(λ)λ\Q. Then with the β-linear involution ψλ on L(λ) as in [J, 11.9]

(1) (L(λ),B(λ), ψλ) forms a simple object of ΛM with L(λ}^ = Lj/(λ).

(1.3) It is easy to see

LEMMA Let (M,B,ψM), (M',ff,\l/M,}e@Jί and fe ®Jt((M,B,\l/M),
(M', ϋ, ψM,)). Let (M^ Bt, ψMι) be a subobject of (M, B, ψM) in ®M, i = 1, 2.

(i) [L, 27. 1 .2] (M 0 M', B U #, ̂  0 ψM,) is the coproduct of (M, B, ψM)
and (M',e,\l/M,} in

(ϋ) (MI n M2,
(iii) [L, 27.1.4] If π\\M-*M/M\ is the U-linear quotient, then ψM

induces a Q-linear involution φM/Ml and (M/M\,n\(B\B\),\j/MiMl} gives the
quotient of (M,B,\I/M) by (M',ff,\l/M,) in MM.

(iv) (/~1(0),^n/-1(0),iAMl/-i(o)) w the kernel of f in @J(.
(v) IfΠ'^Π and if U' is the subalgebra of U generated by E«, F^ K± l,

α 6 77', then (M , 5, ψM) is naturally a based module for U'.

(1.4) PROPOSITION [L, 27.1.7] Let (M , B, ψM) e &Jt. Assume M Φ 0
feί λ be a maximal weight of M. If M[λ] is the L(λ)-isotypic component of M,
then in

(1.5) From (l.S.iii, iv) and (1.4) one obtains

COROLLARY (cf. [X, 3.3(v)]) The simple objects of 0$Jt are parametrized
by A+, i.e., every simple object of 38M is isomorphic to (L(λ),B(λ),\l/λ] for a
unique λ e Λ+. Hence any nonzero based module admits a filtration in 88JI with
all the subquoίients isomorphic to some (L(^),^(λ),^)5 λeA+.

(1.6) Let (M, B, \I/M], (M', ff , ψM,) e @Jt. If we regard M ® M1 e
via the twisted comultiplication Δ' : U — » U ® U such that for each α e 77

-f 1 ® EZ, Fα h^.Fα ® 1 -f

then [J, 9.17]

(1) (&(M) ®A <e(M'},B®Q B'} forms a crystal base of M ® M7.

The β-linear involution ψM ® ι/^M,, however, does not satisfy the condition
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(BM3). To remedy the situation, recall from [J, 6.12] a unique Λ>bilinear
pairing ( , ) : U^ x tf*° -> k such that for each jc, x> ε C/^°; y,y' e E/*° and

!®x), (yy',x) =

(FΛ,Eβ) = <*«,„(«« - q~lΓ\ (^Ep) = 0 = (FΛ,Kβ).

One has [J, 6.13.2, 6.18] that for each μ and vεNΠ

(2) ( , ) I u=ftXϋ+ = 0 unless μ = v

while

(3) ( , )|c/_ xί/+ = is nondegenerate.

Then under the identification of Ulμ ® *7+ with Modfc(t/+, C/+) via ( , )\u-xU+

let ̂  6 U~μ ® U+ correspond to idu+, and ΘM,M' the ^-linear endomorphism
of M®M' defined by the action "of ΣμeNπΘμ- If P:U®U-+U®U is

the transposition >;(χ)xι-^x(8)^, let ΘP

UM, be the fc-linear endomorphism of
M®M' defined by the action of ΣμeNΠP(θμ) If *Λ; = (^® ^)°Λ / 0^,
one finds from [J, 7.2.4]

(4) '̂(w) )̂M, = β^^^ίii) for each u e U on M ® M' .

Set

(5) ΨM,M> = (ΨM ® ΨM ] ° ̂ M,M' ' M ® M' -^ M ® M' .

Then by (2) for each M e U and x e M ® M '

(6) ΨM,M>(UX) =

Also if Θ*M M, is the β-linear endomorphism of M ® M' defined by the action

of Σ^M/ίV® *)(»*)> then (cf. (2.2))

(7)

from which one obtains

(8)
Define a partial order on B x Bf such that (61,61) < (62,62) iff

(9) (61,6'j) e A/A! ® AfJ/ and (62, b'2) e Mχ2 ® M'λ, with

ΛI ^ ^2) Λ I — ^2 and AI ~|~ ΛI z= Λ2 H~ Λ 2*
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(1.7) THEOREM (cf. [L, 27.3.2]) Let (M,B,\I/M), (M',ff ,ψM,} ε@Jt, and
let ^ =

( i ) For each (b, b') e B x B there is unique b 0 b' e & such that
ΨM,M>(b 0 #) = ί> 0 *' and that b<>bf - b®b' εq&.

(ii) For each ( b , b ' ) e B x f f

Z> 0 b1 -b® b1 6 5Z 9z\9\(b\ ® b'\)

Hence (M ® M', (b 0 b'\b e B, b' e ff), ΨM,M>] e @Jt with (M ® M1}^ =
Yί(bbl)eBχB> ^(b^bf) = M^ ® ̂  M'^, where the U-action on M ® M' is given
by Άf.

(1.8) REMARK Precisely, Lusztig uses his canonical bases to define based
modules and in the formulation of his theorem [27.3.2]. In its restatement
above, due to Kashiwara's twisted action Δ' of U on the tensor products in
dealing with their crystal bases, one has to adjust Lusztig's Ψ [L, 27.3.1] by
transposition P, that causes reversing of the order in the sum in the expression
of b$bf in (ii).

In the application to ©-modules in (1.10), however, the twisted action A'
will not cause any difference to the standard diagonal G-action on the tensor
products as KΛ = 1 in Dist((δ).

(1.9) Putting together (1.3.vi), (1.5) and (1.7) yields Donkin's conjectures
for the quantum algebra.

COROLLARY Let (M, B, ψM) e

' — Π and tf U' is the subalgebra of U associated with Π'? then
admits a filtration of U'^-modules with each subquotient isomorphic to some
Z/^(Λ/), where L'(λ!} is a simple U '-module of highest weight λ'.

(ii) [X, 3.3(vi)] If (M7, B, \I/M,} e @J(, then M^ ®^ M'^ admits a filtration of
U ̂ -modules with each subquotient isomorphic to some L^(λ), λ e A+.

(1.10) Regarding Z as an j/ algebra by specializing q to 1, on has a ring
isomorphism [LF, 6.7.b], [LR, 8.16]

(1) {U*/(K* - l)αeπ} ®^ Z - Dist(@),

where © is the Chevalley Z-form of the algebraic group ©f. As the Dist(©)-
modules that are free of finite rank over Z are naturally ©-modules such that
each Ld(λ) ®^ Z, λe Λ~*~, is the Weyl module for © of highest weight λ, one
obtains from (1.9) Donkin's conjectures for algebraic group ©. Let «^©(^) be the
full subcategory of ©-modules admitting a filtration all of whose subquotients are
Weyl modules.
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COROLLARY Let M

( i ) If Π' c 77 tfflrf z/ ©' is the semisimple subgroup of (5 associated to 77',
M admits a filtration of ^-modules all of whose subquotients are Weyl
modules for ©'.

(ii) If M' e .Fφ(J)

2. The quasi-^-matrix

In this section we will complement the proof of (1.7).
(2.1) We begin with a lemma that dispenses us with the introduction of

Θ = ΣμΘμ in a completion of C7 ® C7. Let *A = (^ (g) ι/0 o A o ̂  e

, 17® tf).

LEMMA G/t ew 0 = (θμ)μeNTl with θμ e C/T,, (g) 17+ . 7w eflcλ M,M' e^
let ΘM,M' be the k-linear endomorphism of M ® M ' defined by the action of
Σμ θμ. The following are equivalent:

(i) For each ueU and Λf, M' € &

Δ(u)θM,M' = 0M,M'̂ (") onM® M'.

(ii) For each μ e NΠ and α e 77

(1) (EΛ ® \}θμ + (Aα (8) £α)^_α = ̂ (£« ® 1) + θμ.Λ(K~l ® EΛ)

(2) (1 ® F.)^ + (FΛ ® A^1)^ = ̂ (1 ® Fβ) + ̂ _α(Fα (g) *α).

PROOF. As ί̂ and ^Δ are both fc-algebra homomoφhisms, to see that (ii)
implies (i), it is enough to check the equality on generators lsα,ΛΓα,Fα,α e 77, of
U. In A(EΛ}ΘM,M' (resp. ΘM,M^A(E<Ϊ)) the only contributions to the shift of
the weight spaces by (—(// — α),//) come from the left hand side (resp. the right
hand side) of (1). Likewise for F^ while the corresponding equality for K^ is
automatic. Hence (i) follows from (ii).

Conversely, if (i) holds, we have with u — E^

(3) (EΛ ® 1 + K, ® EΛ}θM,Mi = ΘM,M>(E« <8> 1 + K~l ® EΛ).

Let μεNΠ. From [J, 5.18] there is λeA+ such that

(4) the fc-linear map UIμ^> L(λ)λ_μ viau\-^uvχ is bijective.

Recall from [J, 4.6] the Λ -algebra involution ω on U such that EΛ π->Fα and
V ( x ε Π . Take M1 = ωL(λ) the ^-linear space L(λ) with U acting
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through ω. Write

\}θμ + (K, ® EΛ)θμ.Λ} - {θμ(E* ® 1) + θμ^(K~l ® E,)} = Σvi® ui

with vi e U~μ+aL and u\ e J7+ such that (uj)i is fc-linearly independent. Then by
(3) for each m e M

(5) ° = ( Σ Vi ® Ui } (m ® υύ = Σ Ό*m ® ω(M*)ϋλ
\ ί /

The set (ω(ui}v^)i remains ^-linearly independent by (4), hence t?, m = 0 for each
meM. Then by [J, 5.11] all ^ = 0, hence (1). Likewise (2).

(2.2) One can then show as in [L, 4.1.2, 3]

THEOREM There is unique θ = (θμ)μeNn with θμ e Ulμ ® 17+ and

00 = 1 (g) 1 satisfying (2.1.U). The element Θ — (Θμ)μ of (1.6) is such, and hence
for each M , M' e 3F

(2.3) THEOREM [L, 24.1.6] If we write for each μeNΠ

e s/ for all b,b'.

PROOF. Let Z>0, *ό e £(00).^, μεNΠ. Choose A, A' eΛ+ such that
') [Jj5.18]. The introduction of based modules makes

verification of [L, 21.1.2] trivial; if WQ e W with wQΠ = -77, ωL(-wGλ) ~ L(λ)
in &, hence there is by (1.4) an isomorphism χ e &Jΐ((ωL(— w^λ),
B(—WQλ),\l/_Woλ),(L(λ),B(λ),\l/λ)) and likewise an isomorphism /e

If M(V) = C//{Σαe77 ^α + Σαetf (̂̂ α " ̂ V'°t))}J V E Λ, and if

Mj/(v) = Ujjl with 1 the image of 1 e U in M(v), one can show [L, 24.1.4]

(1) θ»M(-w*λ) ΘM(-WO/) stabilizes

If we write Θ for ^ωL(_woλ)ΘL(_woλΊ, taking the quotient 0 stabilizes
ωL^(-w0λ) ®rf L^-woλ'}, hence (χ ® /) o 6> o (χ~l ® (/)-J) stabilizes
Lj/ (λ) (g) .,/ ωL^ (/) . In particular,

M^Θ^^M^steβ^oβo^β^J^Xi Λβ^O^Σy^^^
μ b,υ

As 6^ e B(λ) U {0} and ftΊ;A/ 6 B(λ') U {0}, we must have γ^ e si.
(2.4) One can now argue as in [L, 27.3.2] to obtain (1.7)°.
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